Build | Check | Complete
Legal drafting made simple.
Welcome to the future of legal documents.
Lexis Create is the one tool you need to effectively save time,
deliver consistency and minimise errors while seamlessly linking with
LexisNexis® legal intelligence products, all within the Microsoft Environment.

More than just a drafting tool,
Lexis Create provides a complete
workflow solution.
There is no room for error in the law.  Lexis Create is the one hub
you need to smartly create, share and review legal documents.
Seamlessly linking with other LexisNexis legal intelligence
products, you will save time and reduce risk.

Save time. Reduce risk.
To help reduce distractions and time lost by context switching,
Lexis Create is embedded within the Microsoft environment
you use every day. Linking seamlessly into your other
LexisNexis legal intelligence products, Lexis Create ensures
accurate and efficient drafting so you can focus on putting
your legal knowledge into practice.

Seamless integration is
the Lexis Create difference.
Direct links to LexisNexis Practical Guidance, cases and
legislation - no matter what you are working on, Lexis Create
will help you build, check and complete documents.
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benefits

Work smarter

Why reinvent your
legal masterpiece?
Easily find and reuse the
clauses you and your
colleagues have already
written and insert with
one click.

Work collaboratively

Citation checker

Delegate different
parts of legal document
creation to team
members to complete.

Automatically check the
legal status of citations.
Select and insert an
alternative, if needed.

Legal proofreading
at speed
Review and refine your
document for the small
mistakes that could
cause big problems.
Find inconsistencies in
definitions, numbering
and formatting.

Reduce risk

Client readiness at
a click

Everything you need
in the Microsoft hub

No more calculator
errors

Redact sensitive
information

Once complete, Lexis
Create does a final
sweep to ensure your
work is client‐ready.
Instantly use digital
signatures to optimise
the client experience.

Avoid disruptions to your
workflow. Everything you
need to build the perfect
legal document is all in
one place.

Is this a leap year? Is it
gross or net? The built-in
calculators will check your
dates and numbers.

Save or disclose
documents safe in the
knowledge that Lexis
Create will efficiently
remove the risk of
displaying personal or
confidential information.
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features
Build documents from a library of resources, including LexisNexis forms
and precedents, without leaving the Microsoft environment.

Snippets enable you to create, save,
search and access a bank of clauses
that can be date stamped, tagged
and approved, improving accuracy
and consistency across your practice.

Check for errors using the LexisNexis legal intelligence database to spot
potential legal or formatting inconsistencies.

Access the power of Lexis
Advance® research solutions to
mitigate risk by providing a clear
view of the law as it develops,
ensuring the most accurate
cross-references, so you can
quickly find the strongest
authorities to support your case.
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features
Completed documents are client ready quickly and risk free using the
clever redact function and DocuSign® built into the solution.

• Everything you need is within the Microsoft Office environment.
• Snippets let you work smarter - easily find and reuse work you or
your colleagues have previously drafted.
• Delegate specific areas of document review to individuals –
maximising team utilisation.
• Access all of LexisNexis’ legal intelligence from within your document.
• Insert template clauses and legal references with a click.
• Redact or anonymise sensitive information with confidence.
• Reuse precedents and templates – safe in the knowledge that Lexis Create will spot variables
you haven’t changed.
• Access calculators with one click – easily transferring data directly into your document.
• Easily spot simple legal formatting errors, out of date law and missing references.

Lexis Create ensures accurate and efficient drafting,
so you can spend more time doing the things you enjoy most.

Contact us today to schedule a demonstration of Lexis Create.
www.lexisnexis.com.au/LexisCreate
About LexisNexis Legal & Professional
LexisNexis Legal & Professional® is a leading global provider of legal, regulatory and business information and analytics that helps
customers increase productivity, improve decision-making and outcomes, and advance the rule of law around the world. As a digital
pioneer, the company was the first to bring legal and business information online with its Lexis® and Nexis® services. LexisNexis
Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 160 countries with 10,400 employees worldwide, is part of RELX, a global
provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers.
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